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Draft Agenda

Wednesday, September 26, 2018

14:00 – 14:15  Introductory remarks
                – Recommendations from the 2nd Meeting of the ICP Technical Advisory Group (TAG),
                  Alan Heston, University of Pennsylvania

14:15 – 15:00  Housing data collection, submission and quality: Progress to date
                – Submission status, coverage and quality, Global ICP Unit, World Bank

15:00 – 15:30  Housing quality indicators
                – Research note presented at the 2nd TAG meeting, Alan Heston, University of
                  Pennsylvania

15:30 – 16:00  Linking the regions for housing volumes, some alternatives
                – Alan Heston, University of Pennsylvania

16:00 – 16:30  Updates on regional approaches
                – Asia and the Pacific, Kaushal Joshi, Asian Development Bank

16:30 – 17:00  Modern/traditional dwelling definitions
                – Review and proposal for future ICP rounds, Global ICP Unit, World Bank

17:00 – 17:30  Conclusions and recommendations, Alan Heston, University of Pennsylvania